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After growing up dirt poor in a seedy Chicago neighborhood, Matt Tremont seemingly has it all now

- brains, brawn, and billions. And, most importantly, Noah, his five-year-old son, the one good

outcome of a disastrous relationship that destroyed his last ounce of trust. The only thing he's

lacking is the perfect nanny for his son. And Ariana Jones is absolute perfection. Utterly enchanting.

Completely fascinating. And totally off limits. Like a match made in heaven, this is Ari's dream job.

Swallowed up in the foster care system after losing her brother and mother, Ari has always dreamed

of family. She showers five-year-old Noah with all the love she's kept bottled up inside. Love she

could also offer to her gorgeous billionaire boss - if only he weren't the very last man she could ever

hope to have. But when sizzling sparks of attraction turn into a forbidden, sinfully hot night of

pleasure, will Ari's love be enough to make Matt forget the past and love fearlessly?
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What's not to love about sexy, alpha-hot billionaires? The cake is delicious, but the icing is their

compassion and sensitivity to everyone they care about most. Bella and Jennifer have written a

wonderful book filled with every emotion that fills our heart.Matt Tremont is one of the Maverick

Billionaires whose brilliance has yielded great paybacks in business. The only thing Matt cares

about more is his son, Noah. To the exclusion of everything else, Matt's focus centers on his 5 year

old child, trying to provide him with all the love he never had himself, because of parents who bullied

and belittled him until their deaths. Lovers, but never married, Noah's mother, Irene turned over



custody to Matt. She wasn't interested in raising a child, motherhood taking too much away from her

personal escapades.After firing another, from a long list of nannies, Matt turns to his friend Daniel,

hoping he'll be able to help. As it turns out, Daniel knows someone who would be perfect for them.

Ariana Jones, preferring to be called Ari, adores children and working in a teaching capacity, is

asked to interview for the nanny position.When she meets Matt, sparks fly as she realizes they had

seen each other at a charitable event, without being introduced. Ari and Noah take to each other

immediately and Matt can hardly believe, after so many years of frustration, that he has found an

intelligent, charming and affectionate nanny for his beloved son. Moving into his mansion, Ari's life

suddenly turns her dream into reality.There are so many amazing layers to this story that it is hard

for me to express them all. Some people, growing up with nothing but rejection, spring back from

adversity, against all odds to make their lives special. Matt and Ari have done that.
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